The medieval Northern Dutch New Testament translation, which originated in the context of the Devotio Moderna movement, was used by printers and readers well into the sixteenth century. This contribution demonstrates that studying copies of this translation is of vital importance for understanding Bible production in print in the Low Countries in the transitional period between the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. From the publication of the first Dutch Bible editions in 1477 on, printers let themselves guide by readers' preferences, which meant reading the Bible according to the liturgical calendar. These long existing reading habits continued to guide printers' choices after the introduction of new humanist and reform-minded complete Bible translations from 1522 on. In competing to publish these new and complete Dutch Bibles, printers were taking over textual and paratextual elements from existing medieval translations.
Introduction
The year 1522 seems to be a decisive year in the history of Dutch Bible translations.* In that year the first Dutch version of Erasmus's New Testament was introduced. In the years that followed, several other new Dutch Bible translations were published as well, among them the Dutch version of Luther's German Bible translation and the so-called Liesvelt Bible of 1526 and the Vorsterman Bible(s) of 1528-1531. These new editions have gained much attention from scholars, who have bookmarked the year 1522 as a year of new beginnings. The influential dissertation of August den Hollander, for example, which appeared in 1997, is entitled 'Dutch Translations of the Bible 1522-1545' , and in the recently published history of Dutch Bibles, part 1 about the Middle Ages ends in 1522, and part 2 on the sixteenth century starts with the same year.1 The existing medieval Dutch translations, although printed continuously from 1477 well into the 1530s, have not yet received full attention. This is especially true of the most successful medieval Bible translation of the Low Countries, namely the Northern Dutch translation of the New Testament, which originated in the context of the Devotio Moderna at the end of the fourteenth century. In studies on Dutch printed Bibles in the sixteenth century, these old, existing translations have been mentioned but never studied as part of a larger story. As we will argue, however, they are important to fully understand Bible production and use in the transitional period around 1522. As it turns out, continuities may be as strong as discontinuities, and 1522 may not be a decisive year after all. This becomes especially clear when we focus on individual copies and users' traces.
In the following we will present an overview of the editions of the aforementioned Northern Dutch New Testament translation, with an emphasis on editions of complete Bible books. We will discuss some copies in detail, focusing on layout, paratextualia, and users' traces. In order to show the interaction between old and new traditions, we will also compare them to some new Bible editions after 1522. Research has mainly stressed the new elements in sixteenth-century printed Bibles, such as the use of the Greek source text, new Quaerendo 47 (2017) prologues, and Lutheran interpretations. Discontinuities seem to dominate, but the role that editions of old translations played in shaping these Bible editions has not yet been studied. Moreover, traces of use in existing copies, such as readers' notes and corrections, reveal continuities as well. Medieval reading habits and preferences lived on in the early sixteenth century, and must have influenced printers' choices. This brings us to our main question: How should continuities and discontinuities in the production and use of Dutch printed Bibles around 1522 be evaluated?
The Northern Dutch Translation of the New Testament
This study concentrates on the persistent influence of the Northern Dutch New Testament translation because it was the most popular and most copied translation during the late Middle Ages. This Middle Dutch translation of the New Testament was presumably-and in any case at least in part-written by John Scutken ( † 1423), who lived as an unprofessed clergyman in the monastery of canons regular of Windesheim in the north-eastern part of the Low Countries.2 In a chronicle of 1464 about the members of the monastery, Johannes Busch states that Scutken wrote a translation of the Gospel readings of the liturgical year for the lay brothers. There is no proof that Scutken wrote the rest of the New Testament translation as well. Whoever the exact authors of the New Testament translation were, we can safely assume it was written in or in the milieu of Windesheim. Windesheim was a leading monastery in the religious reform movement of the Devotio Moderna. This movement was essentially a shared reform movement: the ideals of the vita apostolica, sobriety, and reformed piety were shared between devout clerics and laypeople, living together as Brothers and Sisters of the Common Life, and Canons and Canonesses Regular of the monastic branch. Clerics of this movement, among many other things, stimulated Bible reading by laypeople. Gerard Zerbolt of Zutphen, the librarian of the house of Brothers of Common Life in Deventer at the end of the fourteenth century, wrote a treatise called De libris teutonicalibus. This treatise is often called an apology for vernacular religious writings. One of the chapters includes the advice that laypeople should read the Gospels Quaerendo 47 (2017) that were going to be preached in Church at home, beforehand.3 Another adherent of the movement, Dirc of Herxen, who was rector of the Brothers of the Common Life in Zwolle in the first half of the fifteenth century, compiled a book of collations (Collatieboek). Collations were gatherings of laypeople and Brothers of the Common Life on Sunday evenings, during which religious texts were discussed. Dirc collected these texts in vernacular collation books. In a chapter on the reading of Dutch books, he wrote: 'It is not only appropriate for laypeople to read the Holy Scripture, it is also blameworthy if they neglect this ' .4 It is in this context that many translations and original vernacular works were produced, and the aforementioned treatises come to us together with the New Testament translation itself. This translation was finished before 1399, the date of the oldest dated manuscript with the complete New Testament. No less than 160 manuscripts are known, containing one part or another from the New Testament, and dating from a time span of 150 years, from the end of the fourteenth century until the first quarter of the sixteenth century. Most of the manuscripts contain only the Gospels or the other books of the New Testament, and many miscellaneous devotional manuscripts contain an excerpt from the Gospels, such as the Passion stories. both the Epistle and Gospel readings, but no sermons. The 39 editions that followed all contained the Epistles and Gospels with sermons. Although we do not yet know by whom and where these sermons were written or collected, considering the number of editions well into the sixteenth century, we do know that these Epistles and Gospels with sermons were very popular. Only in 1512, the first edition of some-but not all-complete Bible books of the Northern Middle Dutch New Testament translation would appear. Until 1524, nine editions of one or more complete Bible books of this medieval translation were printed, and we will focus on these editions because we want to study them in the broader context of the other sixteenth-century Dutch Bibles. Nine is a low number compared to the 41 editions of Epistles and Gospels. We will return later to the question why printers preferred to print Epistles and Gospels rather than complete Bible books in the first decades of the printing press. The scheme below gives an overview of the editions of complete Bible books of the Northern Middle Dutch translation of the New Testament (and one other medieval translation, as we will explain below). Between square brackets numbers of extant copies are given, which are quite modest.
In 1512 Acts and Apocalypse were printed by Jan Seversz in Leiden, Holland, and again by Claes de Grave in Antwerp in 1518 (twice) as part of a History Bible, which consisted of many books of the Old Testament taken from the Quaerendo 47 (2017) Delft Bible of 1477, mingled with other non-biblical narratives.10 Both editions can be characterized as standing firmly within the existing medieval tradition, the History Bible being a medieval genre in the tradition of Peter Comestor's Historia Scholastica. Seversz's edition contains the prefaces to Acts and Apocalypse by Saint Jerome in the fourteenth-century Northern Dutch translation, as well as the glosses that were added by the translator, and some titles of Epistle readings in Acts.11 It has no new publisher's preface or other indications of adaptation to new times. In retrospect, Seversz's choice for publishing a conservative New Testament edition and also other medieval devotional works is remarkable considering that he would go on to publish all sorts of Lutheran material in the 1520s.
Then, in the Spring of 1523, the Antwerp printer Jacob van Liesvelt published the Epistles of Paul (twice) and the Epistles of the other apostles in the Northern Dutch New Testament translation. The Middle Dutch language of the texts was a bit modernized and the prologues and glosses of the medieval translator were not included.12 One year earlier, Van Liesvelt had published the Gospels in another medieval translation, also with a slightly adapted text.13 This edition is included in the scheme as well. It is remarkable that the four Gospels of the Northern Middle Dutch translation were never put into print: in the manuscript tradition they were the most copied Bible books. Yet, Van Liesvelt took an even older Gospel translation from the Southern Low Countries-originating from the monastery of Rooklooster near Brussels-as his example. This edition from 1522 is known in only one copy, now in Utrecht, and includes only Mark, Luke, and John.14 Although the title page of the Gospels appears as well, the book of Matthew does not. The copy was once bound together, however, with another edition of Matthew, published by Doen Pietersz in Amsterdam in 1522. This is the first Dutch version of Erasmus's New Testament translation, Quaerendo 47 (2017) made by Johannes Pelt.15 These complementary copies in one cover were separated in or before 1898, as a note on one of the flyleaves of Van Liesvelt's edition says. The copies may well have functioned as one book in the sixteenth century, however, combining an old medieval translation with a new reform-minded one, of which only Matthew was as yet available. As we will see, the combined use of old and new translations occurred more frequently.
It seems that, driven by the desire to quickly publish complete 
Printers' Choices and the Public's Demand
It seems that in the 1520s, printers were originally competing to be the first to publish the complete New Testament, and then to be the first to publish the Luther text in Dutch. There must have been a (quite sudden) demand for these editions; otherwise, printers would have avoided the commercial risk. Figure 2 shows the total production of Dutch Bibles, including all translations into Dutch (based on the Biblia Sacra bibliography). Before 1522, almost all Dutch Bible editions concern Epistle and Gospel readings. After that year, not only the total production increased dramatically, but we see the shift towards complete New Testaments or complete Bibles as well. Alastair Duke correctly wrote that in the Middle Ages, the Bible was understood differently than in the sixteenth century, and that reading the Bible fragmentarily was valued.33 But he also suggested that the complete Bible was not available and not made available in the vernacular. However, in manuscripts, complete Bible books had long been available. Duke (among others) only looked at printed editions. There, the remarkable shift towards complete Bibles is indeed visible. Taking into account the manuscript tradition as well, 32 We thank one of the anonymous reviewers for this suggestion. however, we see a shift first in 1477 towards editions of Epistle and Gospel readings, and then, in the 1520s, back to complete Bible books.
Why, then, did printers in the first decades of the printing press choose to publish Epistle and Gospel readings? On the basis of the analysis of hundreds of manuscripts containing Middle Dutch Bible translations we concluded in earlier studies that medieval people could read the complete Bible, but did not want to: they preferred to read liturgical lessons.34 In the manuscript tradition of the Northern Middle Dutch New Testament, almost all copies contain reading schedules with the Epistle and Gospel readings and rubrics indicating the beginnings and endings of these readings in the Bible text. Many of these New Testament manuscripts contain the Old Testament Epistle readings as well. Moreover, readers added many corrections and new feast days to these lists, which indicates they actually used the New Testament manuscripts as lectionaries. This is why the printers' choice for editions of Epistle and Gospel readings should no longer be seen as surprising: they were acting on demand. As the number of 41 editions suggests, it was a smart commercial decision for Geraert Leeu, Johan Veldener, and those who followed to edit the existing Middle Dutch New Testament translation as Epistles and Gospels with sermons. Just like in the Bible manuscripts, in the printed copies of Epistles and Gospels users made corrections and additions to the reading schedule and titles of readings.35 They sometimes even included handwritten Epistle and Gospel readings in order to complete their collections.36 We may conclude, then, that readers in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries preferred to read the Bible according to the liturgical reading schedule, and that is the reason they were printed that way from 1477 on. 34 38 The four editions have been bound together since the sixteenth century. The book contains many sixteenth-and seventeenth-century handwritten annotations on several empty leaves, with the oldest, on the first flyleaf, saying: 'dit hoert toe gherit rutgher' and 'dyt boeck hoert toe gheryt ruytghert soeyn Geldesuyer voenende ter ghou in synte lysbetten [struck through: suyster huyes] ghasthuys' . The book thus belonged to Gert Rutger and to his son, who lived in Saint Elisabeth's hospital. It was used by laypeople from one or more families over the course of at least two centuries.
Just like the printed edition of Acts and Apocalypse by Jan Seversz with its medieval glosses and titles of liturgical Epistle readings is characterized as a 'traditional' medieval Bible edition, the complete collection in this binding can be characterized as a devotional collection in the spirit of the Devotio Moderna. Saint Catherine of Siena and Liduina of Schiedam were both 'new' saints, representing the late medieval devotion to the suffering Christ and the development of lay spirituality. They were highly esteemed in the Devotio Moderna movement, and their Lives, as well as the works of Jean Gerson, were widely read in that context.39 The collection has nothing to do with Lutheranism, but its contents supported laypeople in developing their inner piety.
We then arrive at the pivotal years when the production, demand, and use of the New Testament are supposed to have changed. The National Library of the Netherlands in The Hague owns two copies with both the Pauline and nonPauline Epistles printed by Jacob van Liesvelt in 1523. A third copy contains only the Pauline Epistles (The Hague, KB, KW 230 G 29). The first of these that we studied, The Hague, KB, KW 230 G 30, is decorated with marginal flowers, which brought to mind a decorated Bible manuscript from 1519, also in the National Library of the Netherlands (compare figures 3 and 4).40 The latter contains the Passion narratives from the Four Gospels, Acts, and Apocalypseexactly the New Testament books that complement the printed copy of the Epistles. Unfortunately, both the manuscript and the printed copy do not bear contemporary owners' inscriptions, but our hypothesis is that both books were decorated at the same place (a convent?) in the 1520s and possibly belonged to the same owner as early as that. This place of production and/or owner may have been the convent of Tertiaries of Galilea in The Hague, since another manuscript, a lay breviary written in 1522 by the same scribe, was owned by Maritgen Heynricxdochter of this convent, according to a note in the same hand as the text.41 A third manuscript, a Middle Dutch prayer book includ- Quaerendo 47 (2017) ('Sunday, 8 days before Lent') to Luke 8.44 Although the Cologne Bible was a continuous and complete Bible, in at least two copies it was adapted, although very minimally, to the fragmentary reading of the Bible that was so common. Returning to our study of individual copies of editions of the Northern Dutch New Testament translation, we arrive at the edition of the New Testament by Adriaen van Berghen of 1523. It contains mainly Bible books in the Dutch Luther version, but it has the Northern Middle Dutch translation of the Epistles (excluding Romans and Hebrews). As we mentioned above, this choice for a mixed edition was probably made for the sake of competition: he wanted to be the first to put a complete New Testament on the market. Less than a year later he replaced the Epistles in the old translation with the new Luther version in a subsequent edition of the New Testament. But already in some copies of the 1523 edition, the volume with the medieval Northern Dutch translation of the Epistles was replaced with another edition; actually, the Northern Dutch translation only appears in one copy.45 This copy, now in London, was owned by a woman named Janken Zeijers, and later by a woman named [A?]entgen Gerrits (see figure 6 ). 46 However new the translation was, Van Berghen provided the users with the possibility of reading the traditional liturgical readings: he included a table, not with folio numbers, but with a system of cross-references with capitals and other symbols. With this system of cross-references he did not need to print the titles of the readings themselves within the Bible text. In the aforementioned 1522 edition of the Southern Middle Dutch Gospels translation, Van Liesvelt also inserted letters and symbols in the text that indicate the readings, but a matching table is absent. Moreover, a reader of the 1522 Matthew edition that was once bound together with these Gospels also wrote some letters in the margin (although here they could have simply served to divide the chapters into sections).47 This reference system with letters was not completely new, but we have seen this in only two Middle Dutch Bible manuscripts. 48 To the readers of this particular copy this system with letters was not satisfying; ©British Library Board.
Quaerendo 47 (2017) Other sources than the Bible copies themselves also demonstrate the practice of Bible reading according to the liturgical scheme. Book lists (in estate descriptions, wills, and inventories) and juridical sources provide additional information. According to a testimony from 3 September 1535, a churchgoer in Dikkelvenne (Flanders) in the 1530s heard the Gospel lesson of that specific day being preached, opened his book and said to his companions: 'see, it is there and it is true' .54 This book could have been a New Testament edition of one of the new translations with a reading schedule, but it is just as likely that he owned a copy of the (Middle Dutch) Epistles and Gospels. Another person who owned Epistles and Gospels was Elisabeth de Grutere, widow of Simon Borluut. Both belonged to rich patrician families in Ghent. Elisabeth bequeathed no less than seventy books to the beguines of Our-Lady Ter Hooyen in Ghent. In a preserved booklet from around 1500 these books are listed with accompanying instructions for the new owners: the books were given to the beguines, but Elisabeth and Simon's friends could also borrow them.55 Among the seventy devotional books we find a copy of Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians, the Epistles and Gospels with sermons, and a copy of the Epistle readings and readings for the Ember Days. 56 The list provides no information on whether the books were manuscript or printed copies, but the title Epistelen ende ewangelie metten sermoenen van den gheheelen jare probably refers to one of the many printed editions.
